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Details of Visit:

Author: fk506
Location 2: Kingsway and Whitefield
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: 2005/06/07 20h40-21h15
Duration of Visit: 35 min
Amount Paid: 60
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Katrece
Website: http://www.katrece.com
Phone: 07708310101

The Premises:

Hayleys Whitfield is located in a converted store along Bury New Road, about a minute's drive
between both the highway and Sandys Prestwich. The best parking is just off the main road, as this
is more discrete and in a fairly safe residential area.

Inside, I was welcomed by an attractive receptionist, who ushered me into a plush reception area
decorated in a slightly traditional style. After a short wait, I was booked upstairs into a clean and
well-equipped room whose distinguishing feature, alongside the standard TV, normal shower and
piped music, was large panels of mirrors on all 4 sides. One major misapprehension which I had
about Hayleys concerned the beds, as early FRs led me to believe that they were clinical medical
tables, but I was relieved to see that they're the usual double beds, just set higher off the floor than
normal at about waist level height.

The Lady:

Patrice is an attractive lady in her mid-30s whose overall beauty has, in my view, increased with
time. The physical description provided in my FR from a year ago remains essentially the same,
with the only noticeable change being more pronounced blonde highlights. For the appointment,
Patrice wore a low-cut white top and jean type shorts, together with white shoes.

The Story:

Following a shower, the session started by skipping the massage stage and going directly onto
kissing. I think Patrice is outstanding at this, as she kisses with skill and very sensually. After
slipping her clothes off, Patrice proceeded onto some excellent OWO, using her tongue to teasingly
wind her way around my balls before proceeding to blow me with slow and fairly deep sucking.

Knowing that I'd look, Patrice raised her hips up and shifted her legs slightly apart, revealing her
trim pussy reflecting back at me from one of the mirrors. I couldn't resist this view, so it was on to a
bit of reverse oral, where I simply got more excited feasting on her clean and lovely oyster. After
applying a condom, we had sex in several positions where, following the inevitable knock on the
door, I climaxed while holding onto Patrice's hips doing it in doggy.
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Overall, I had an awesome time with a lady who knows her stuff like very few others in this business
can.
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